SPECIFICATIONS

**Part's Number:** JFCDC0380T3600NF30

**Frequency (MHz):** 380~3600  
**Insertion Loss (dB) MAX:** 0.3  
**Coupling Attenuation (dB):** 30±2  
**VSWR MAX:** 1.3  
**Average Power (Watte):** 200  
**PIM (dBc) MAX:** -140@2x43dBm  
**Impedance (Ω):** 50  
**CONNECTOR:** N-F  
**Operation Temperature (°C):** -35~+75  
**Storage Temperature (°C):** -40~+85  
**Relative Humidity:** 0~95%  
**Additional Notes:** -

**MATERIAL:** JFCDC0380T3600NF30

**SURFACE TREATMENT:** PAINTED BLACK

**REV.:** A/0  
**DATE:** 02.17.2014  
**APPROVED:** David

**DESCRIPTION:** DIRECTIONAL COUPLER
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